EDID Emulation – Tech Note Axon HD Pro

An additional function that allows EDID Emulation on the AXON HD Pro servers has been implemented. This functionality allows for a display connector to be removed with minimal visual disruption. Using EDID emulation is considered an advanced function, and EDID should be fully understood before venturing into emulating it on an output.

Important note:
Active adapters are required to be used on all output that is in use.

Important note:
Be sure to disable the EDID emulation when this function is no longer needed, as it will automatically start up graphics engines that may not be needed.

To Enable EDID emulation:

Be sure the required resolution is set and being displayed properly. Do not emulate a display if the display is not correct. For the monitor shown this is 1920x1080, 60hz, 32bit

Choose ON in the EDID Emulation dropdown.
To disable EDID emulation:

Choose OFF in the EDID Emulation dropdown. A restart will be required to get all the output windows properly lined up with detected displays.